B.U.G.A. U.P.


Billboard Utilising Graffiti’s Against Unhealthy Promotions are fighting for an end to the carnage caused by the promotion of liquor and tobacco. The tobacco companies and breweries are promoting drugs that contribute to the killing of over 40 people per day in Australia alone and the Law protects them*. We write their death toll on the billboards and WE get charged with malicious injury (to a billboard!!).

Although B.U.G.A. U.P. is now Australia wide, 70 strong and growing we need your support to continue our campaign which will strain our limited financial resources.

Address all mail to:

BUGA UP
Box 78,
Wentworth Building,
University of Sydney Union,
University of Sydney. N.S.W. 2000.
All correspondence will remain confidential.
This advertisement was paid for by specific purpose donation.
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